
Join Nuzzera, a Spotify for 
news and let‘s change media

Nuzzera is your Spotify for News, the first 
two-sided-market platform in this domain. 
We are mixing established news sources 
with original on-site content from inde-
pendent journalists that readers can 
consume on a freemium basis. 

This results in an increased information 
diversity from global to hyper-local 
articles, mainstream to niche topics and 
various perspectives, so readers will not 
only feel informed but connected to news. 

As a central news platform we change 
the way people read: Our machine lear-
ning algorithm is trained to select the 
most relevant and enjoyable information 
tailored to each user while avoiding filter 
bubbles. 

Become part of the team and our mission 
to enable the individual to be open, curi-
ous and best informed.

Join Nuzzera, a 
news and let‘s 

Nuzzera is your Spotify for News, the first 
two-sided-market platform in this domain. 
We are mixing established news sources 
with original on-site content from inde
pendent journalists that readers can 
consume on a freemium basis. 

This results in an increased information 
diversity from global to hyper-local 
articles, mainstream to niche topics and 
various perspectives, so readers will not 
only feel informed but connected to news. You have the skills & want to know more? 

Just send us a message with the job post title as subject:Just send us a message with the job post title as subject:

iwantajob@nuzzera.com

Working Student 
Executive Assistant m/f/d

EUROPÄISCHE UNION
Europäischer Sozialfonds

DIGITAL
NEWS
INITIATIVE

Stay curious, 
burst your bubble.The challenge

· Assist the founding team with the 
  day-to-day business

· Manage different tasks from ad-hoc 
  research to communicating to our users

· Take over your own areas of 
  responsibility depending on your passion

· Surprise us with clever solutions for our 
  daily challenges

The benefits
· You will dive deep into an early stage 
  startup and get the chance to see how it 
  feels to be an entrepreneur

· As one of the first team members you 
  will have impact on the company

· An experienced team with expertise in 
  Business, User Experience, ML, Product 
  and Software Developmen

· We’re highly motivated and flexible

· Having fun is part of the job

That‘s you
· Studying something business related or 
  having a strong entrepreneurial passion

· You’re an autodidact and a curious mind: 
  Learning new things is fun - not work

· Well-organised with good attention to 
  detail, yet comfortable working in the 
  fluid ambiguity of an early stage startup

· Ready to share feedback and ask 
  questions at any time

· You have at least 16h/week free so you 
  can work in our Berlin office close to the 
  founders

· You’re an open minded, positive and 
  proactive team player who is passionate 
  about the startup adventure

· You‘re proficient in German and English


